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Warnbach’s future uncertain

Imontana

kaimin
Friday, May 11,1979

Missoula, Mont.

Vol.81,No,101

By SCOTT GRIFFIN
Montana Kalmln Raportar

The confusion surrounding the
future of Robert Wambach as Fish
and Game director Increased
yesterday. Wambach angrily re

THESE CLINTON Elementary School children are amazed by the workings of a printing press In the
Journalism Building. The children were on campus yesterday to give art education students practical ex
perience In dealing with children. See story on page 11. (Staff photo by Mick Benson.)

fused to comment on both a
published report, which said he
will not be resigning as Fish and
Game director, and a contra
dictory statement from the dean of
the University of Montana forestry
school who said Wambach will be
teaching here in the fall.
In a telephone interview last
night, Wambach refused to either
confirm or deny a report, pub
lished in the Great Falls Tribune
yesterday, that he had decided to
finish out his four-year term as
Fish and Game director, which
expires in January, 1981.
The Tribune quoted Wambach
as saying he had decided “to sever
my relation with the university so
they could go ahead and hire
someone else.”
Wambach resigned as dean of
the forestry school in 1977 to
accept the Fish and Game posi
tion. He was given a renewable
leave of absence from UM at that
time.
In a Kaimin story earlier this
week, Wambach said he had not
requested that his leave be
extended through next year. He
said he would be deciding within a
week whether he would be
returning to teach at UM.
Also in that story, Benjamin
Stout, dean of the forestry school,
s a id t h a t he c o n s id e r e d
Wambach’s return to UM next fall
as definite.
Stout said last night that he had
reacted with “a bit of incredulity”
to the Tribune's report. Stout said
he called Wambach yesterday
afternoon to ask him about the
story, and was told that “he would
be back to teach in the fall."

Stout said Wambach reaffirmed
a letter he wrote to Stout in
September stating his intent to
return to UM. “There was no
e q u iv o c a tio n on his p a rt,
whatsoever,” Stout claimed.
Wambach confirmed that he had
talked to Stout yesterday, but
refused to confirm Stout's report
of the conversation.
"I don't see why my personal fife
has to be dragged into the public
arena,” Wambach said, claiming
that the press has invaded his
privacy by “reporting specula
tion."
“It doesn’t help me a bit to have
people gossiping about me behind
my back," Wambach said angrily,
a p p a re n tly re fe rrin g to the
K a im in ’s re p o rt of S to u t’s
comments.
At one point in the interview,
Wambach said, "I'm not going to
say what decision I've made,” but
later said he has yet to make a final
decision on whether to resign his
Fish and Game position to return
to UM.
“If I had made a decision, I
wouldn't be playing games with
you," he said.

$4,800 profits
for Programming
A S U M P ro g ra m m in g
Manager Gary Bogue re
p o rte d y e s te rd a y th a t
Programming made $4,800
from the Boston concert
Wednesday night.
Bogue said 7,500 people
attended the concert, which
grossed $60,000.

Faculty supports attrition to finance salaries
By CHRIS VOLK
Montana Kalmln Reporter

After it was announced in
December 1977 that 60 University
of Montana faculty positions
would be eliminated, the remain
ing faculty clung tenaciously to the
belief that any future cuts should
be avoided at all costs.
Today, however, most faculty

members are expressing a
different sentiment.
More than 300 faculty members
signed a petition Wednesday
s u p p o rtin g th e U n iv e r s ity
T e a c h e rs ’ U n io n c o lle c tiv e
bargaining demand that salaries
for the 1979-80 school year be
financed in part by the reduction
of faculty positions by attrition.
Attrition is cutting faculty

D ouglas’ plan w ou ld put
lim it on co m p u ter tim e
By JON METROPOULOS
Montana Kalmln Raportar

A plan which would limit
computer time available to each
department of the University of
Montana was proposed yesterday
by the UM fiscal vice president.
The plan, proposed by Patricia
Douglas at a Computer Users
Advisory Committee meeting, is
for the administration to calculate
the percentage of computer time
each department uses, based on
previous use, and allocate to them
money to pay for that time.
If a department exceeds its
allocation, it can request funds
from a reserve fund under
Academic Vice President Donald
Habbe's control. If the request is
denied or reserve funds are not
available, the department will be
cut off from computer use.
Currently the administration
places an allocation for the
computer system in a “pool”
con tro lled by Steve Henry,
director of the Computer Center.
At the year's end every depart
ment that has used the computer is
billed.
Then funds from the "pool” are
transferred to the department’s

account and the department pays
the Computer Center its bill with
the same funds, which are called
"funny money.”
Douglas said UM “has no
choice” but to implement the plan
if the university wants funding for
the computer system in the future
from the Legislature.
The House Education Sub
c o m m itte e o f th is y e a r's
Legislature regarded “lightly"
UM’s request for $100,000 to in
crease the memory capacity of
the computer and "didn't even give
it official consideration,” she said.
The subcommittee did that, she
said, because UM was instructed
in 1977 by the subcommittee to
implement the plan now under
consideration. She said the
legislators feel the new billing
system is needed for them to make
"wise" decisions on funding for
the computer system because
through the new plan detailed data
can be compiled on who uses the
computer, what they use it for and
how long they use it.
The Legislature, however, fund
ed MSU's computer system with $1
million. The Legislature justified
• Cont. on p. 8.

positions by not replacing faculty
members who have left for one
reason or another.
However, the petition also stated
that future reductions should be
contingent upon program review
throughout the entire Montana
University System.
Cuts through attrition
Richard Barrett, president of the
UTU and assistant professor of
economics, said Wednesday that
the UTU’s proposal involves cut
ting “about five positions,” while
the proposal made by the bargain
ing team from the Board of

Regents and the UM administra
tion does not propose any cuts.
“We're not talking about cutting
live bodies," Barrett insisted. He
said any cuts would be done
through attrition.
Last week, the UTU formed an
"action committee" to rally union
support and inform faculty from
th e v a rio u s s c h o o ls and
departments about bargaining
events. A memo the UTU Action
Committee circulated Monday to
faculty members conducting
departmental meetings stated:
“We are following the almost
unanim ous position of the

bargaining council, that faculty
raises should not be reduced in the
i n t e r e s t s o f m a in t a in in g
positions.”
The bargaining council is the
UTU bargaining team’s advisory
body, and is composed of one
representative from each school
and department.
Faculty Senate support
Also, the Faculty Senate, which
primarily concerns itself with
academic and curriculum issues,
has supported Academic Vice
• Cont. on p. 8.

Panel says state lacks control
By JANICE BROWN
Montana Kalmln Contributing Reporter

It is simple. Montana’s destiny is not complete
ly controlled by Montanans.
In part two of "Who Ownsthe West?" presented
in Science Complex 131 yesterday afternoon, a
panel continued the theme of Wednesday’s panel
by saying that Montana is at the mercy of out-of
staters and that the consequences must be
considered.
Montana's economy is based entirely on its
natural resources, Maxine Johnson, director of
the Bureau of Business and Economic
Resources, said.
She said that the denial of natural resources to
others means the denial of needed jobs for
Montanans. She urged a compromise.
Others on yesterday's panel were John Vance,
professor of law at the University of Toledo;
Frank Dunkle, the executive secretary for the
Montana Mining Association; Charles “Tom”
Costin, a Deputy Regional Forester for the U. S.
Forest Service; Rob Nilsson, director of
"Northern Lights,” one or two American films
selected to appear at this year's Cannes Film
Festival; and state Rep. Daniel Kemmis, DMissoula.

Montana is a unique state in that it is relatively
industry free, but enjoys the goods of other
industrial states, Bill Bevis, a UM English
professor, said as introduction to the panel
discussion on natural resources.
He said that the love of Montana is first a
romantic one. A sense of loss is felt when the
streams and lakes that one once fished alone are
now crowded, he said.
Many feel that Montana is a playground and
should not be harmed in any way, he continued.
Montanans distrust the industrial attitude
which promotes energy production without the
realization of the consequences, Bevis said.
This distrust was the dilemma that the film
"Western Coal” addressed. The film by'Nilsson
was shown during yesterday's discussion.
In the film ranchers voiced why they did not
want to give up their land. Many said they knew
the nation needs help, but that they would help
only if extreme conservation measures were
taken.
After the film, Dunkle said Montana has the
best reclamation laws in the United States.
“Those who feel that it will be doomsday for
Montana because of the mining of minerals have
their heads in the sand," he said.

opinion
A S U M

s h o u ld

Wednesday, while the University
Teachers' Union and the administra
tion were hashing out a contract on
how to spend the money the 1979
Legislature appropriated to the Univer
sity of Montana, a lobbyist for ASUM
who was instrumental in getting that
money was outlining proposals on how
to do an even better job in 1981.
Bill Bronson spoke before Central
Board yesterday outlining the ac
complishments and defeats of the two
ASUM lobbyists this session, and he
made some good, well-thought-out
recommendations, every one of which
CB should follow to the letter.
Bronson and Mike Dahlem, the other
ASUM lobbyist, did a very good job for
UM students at the Legislature this
year and should know better than
anyone where ASUM should go from
here.
Bronson said ASUM should examine
UM's continued membership in the
Montana Student Lobby, representing
all the units of the university system.
This is a good idea, for although the
lobby is also a good idea, some of the
other units, as well as some students at
UM, are becoming disenchanted with
it. If the lobby is to become splintered

\
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a d o p t

B r o n s o n ’s

and ineffectual. UM should not waste
its energy and its money on it.
Bronson also stressed that ASUM
should participate in the interim study
on university funding which will
probably be conducted if it is approved
by legislators and the Legislative
Council. This is very important. The
students need to express their dis
satisfactio n s
w ith
the
cu rren t
budgeting formula and provide con
structive suggestions for building a
new one in order to avoid coming up
with something as bad as the current
one.
A poll of students should be con
ducted both before and during the

I m o n ta n a

Kaimin

legislative session to determine their
lobbying interests, Bronson said. Not
one thing could be more important in
directing a student lobbyist at the
Legislature. If he can know the direct
wishes of the students in this manner,
then he can work for them even more
effectively.
Bronson also recommended that
ASUM keep an eye on candidates for
the Legislature in the next election, and
work to help elect those favorable to
the university. This too, is an excellent
recommendation. As Bronson told CB,
it all comes down to votes. If you have
the votes.you need, you can get what
you want at the Legislature.
Lastly, Bronson recommended that
ASUM again hire two student lob
byists, but pay them more. These too,
are good recommendations. The cost

-
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s u g g e s tio n s
of living in Helena is exorbitant during
the session, and if the next lobbyists
are going to be as hard-working as
Bronson and Dahlem were, they
deserve a raise. Having two lobbyists is
a good idea so that those legislators
and committee hearings that one can’t
get to, the other can.
Bronson should know from ex
perience what ASUM should do to
prepare for the next legislative session,
and ASUM should know from ex
perience how important it is to prepare
for that session.
Listen to Bronson’s recommen
dations and follow them, ASUM and
CB. You can never start too soon or do
too much to watch out for student
interests at the Montana Legislature.

Jill Thompson

le tte r s
Thinker’s sport
Editor: I wish to comment on a remark
attributed to Dennis Daneke in Friday’s
Kaimin. This quote, in reference to
women's rugby, stated that “if nobody has
seen women trying to kill each other, it's a
lot of fun.” I was greatly disappointed that a
member of the All-Maggots Rugby Club
would make such a statement. Rugby is
commonly called a thinker’s sport; this
applies to both female and male players.
Women play the game under the same
regulations as men and thus develop the

same skills. Perhaps Daneke is not ac
customed to, or doesn't approve of, women
playing a contact sport on a comparable
level to men. It is unfortunate that he has
such feelings towards female ruggers.
Judging by the compliments, encourage
ment and assistance we have received from
many knowledgeable male rugby players,
his views are not shared by all.

Catherine Hogan
president, UM Women’s Rugby Club

--public forum----- ----------------- — —
A b e r
Do any of you feel the need for a good
spring ritual?
For some unknown reason I have been
doing some thinking about the kegger.
While I really like outdoor concerts, the
mob scene coming and going pretty
much destroys the experience. I have
given It an honest try. Two years ago I
tried bicycling. I saw maybe eight bikes
that day and about 4,000 cars. I felt lucky
to come out of it alive. Last year I
decided to walk from my home in upper
Pattee Canyon over Mount Dean Stone
and then down those open south-facing
slopes into M iller Creek. There
happened to be a little fresh snow that
day, and I saw a black bear and two cubs
on top, lots of flowers. It was a real high
to walk out of the woods into all that
good music; you might want to try it. But
I was so tired I hitched back to town —
again, lucky to be alive. What's left?
Maybe float down from Florence? But
then you're into a car again.
This year I am going to try something
different. Right or wrong, the oral
tradition has it that Mr. Aber was into
planting trees and picking up trash.
This, I think, makes him worth
remembering. I plan to give it a try
myself. On Wednesday I am going to
walk down Pattee Canyon and pick up
some of the beer bottles that have been
grossing me out ever since the snow
began to melt. I expect to get to the Oval
in the early afternoon. My hope is to
catch the warm part of the day there,
because I plan to bring my fiddle and it's
hard to play with frozen fingers. Other
people that I have talked to seem to think
an afternoon of homemade music on the
oval is a good idea, and I expect to see
quite a few of the really good musicians
in Missoula there. Maybe even a cello or
two. I would encourage anyone who is
interested in this kind of group

D a y a n d a M o n ta n a R e n a is s a n c e
experience to join in — if you don't have
a guitar, mandolin, or banjo, how about
a couple of 20-penny nails.
I real ized the other day that the kegger
has become the musical equivalent of
what Amory Lovins calls the “hard path.”
Like a nuclear generating plant the
entire event is high technology, high
impact, centralized, requires a power
structure to pull it off, and entails a
substantial risk in terms of human safety
and well-being. This is saddening, but
maybe it could be changed. What if non
resident and-non-handicapped access
from Highway 93 was restricted to
walkers, runners, bikers and buses? I
think this is something that should be
considered; the result would be a unique
event the community could support.
Even the people in New York City know
that this is "nuclear free” Missoula; we
should take that symbolism seriously. In
any case, the powers that be in this
county appear likely to force an end to
the kegger-as-is. Instead of getting
pushed, why not innovate? How-about a
Montana Renaissance Kegger?
By contrast to the kegger-as-is, "soft
path" music is jamming on the back
porch, decentralized, low technology,
low impact and cheap. It is participation
instead of spectator sport. There is
something even more basic than hard
path/soft path going on here that is at
the heart of the quality of our existence;
it has to do with specialization.
Maybe this is a little philosophical; the
main idea here is that Aber Day is a
celebration that is unique to the Mis
soula culture. In addition, the Oval is an
incredible ritual space (circles are
special, maybe extra special when
defined by a ring of trees.) There are also
lots of nice things to be said for music;
something I really like about it as an art
form is that it is the ultimate in frugality.

The instrument is the tool: what is
produced is pure energy. Nice contrast
in a materialistic society. No wood
shavings, broken pots, or discarded
drawings — not to mention nitric oxide,
hydrogen sulfide, particulates. It is also a
high form of communication as we learn
from the birds, whales and wolves on this
planet.
I am hoping my Aber Day is a good one
energy-wise; toward that end I plan to
avoid the use of fossil fuels and the
internal combustion engine for the
entire day.
If these ideas sound vaguely familiar
to you, perhaps they are your own. You
may also have been recently reminded of
them during the visits of the Paul Winter
Consort and before that, Utah Phillips;
the same basic message was recently
presented in the Ten Commandments
ritual up on Mt. Sentinel. Have you ever
wondered what lessons our culture is
learning? People who look at the long
sweep of history think of the Middle
Ages as being characterized by the
plague, the black death. The truth is that
we will be remembered as the culture
that died of cancer.
Meanwhile, back at the Oval; if you are
wondering who will organize this, the
answer is no one and everyone. Being a
tradition, Aber Day is best served by
anarchy; people spontaneously doing
what they want. I hope that some people
will be into spontaneously wearing some
beautiful spontaneous colors, and that
some dancers show up, or maybe a
juggler or kite-flyers or lots of people
with their faces painted or wearing
masks. I guess I am basically visualizing
a renaissance fair.
I intuit that with regards to the music
there may at first be small groups
inventing their own music or playing

some shared tunes: old time, Irish, Bach,
Chuck Berry. Maybe some of the 100
people who attended Paul Winter’s
Saturday morning workshop will show
up and share their experience in these
smaller groups? At some point most
people may be into being percussion or
dancers (maybe a giant circle dance)
around a center of the best musicians at
the heart of the Oval.
I am wondering if someone like ASUM
will show up with a P.A. at that point.
That could be nice if some real talented
people happen to show up. On the other
hand, the pre-electric cultures had
special high volume - outdoor in
struments. Maybe this event should be
kept clean? Anyway, I hope all the
bagpipers in town show up. Does
anyone have access to an alphorn? In
fact the Oval is already blessed with an
ancient outdoor instrument, the carillon.
Maybe John Ellis, who plays those bells
so beautifully at noon and evening will
be subtly conducting the entire event.
Have you ever had a secret urge to jam
with a bell tower and bagpipe? This may
be your big chance.
Obviously the whole thing is a bit of an
experiment. If some of it works, it will be
remembered. This is the secret begin
ning and evolution of ritual. Perhaps in a
few years we will have developed an
elaborate highly structured Aber DayOval event that has deep signifi
cance for the Missoula communi
ty. A basic choreography may emerge
from the improvisation and interaction
of some energetic and creative people
this spring. On the other hand, our
experience may be inferior to a nice walk
over Mount Dean Stone. I feel neutral on
the matter, but I think it's worth a try.

John Duffield
economics professor

l e
The beer hunter
Editor: The
Politically-Enlightened
Backpeddlers' Award this week must surely
go to the Missoula Liquid Assets Corpora
tion for its timely decision to substitute
Rainier beer in place of the more controver
sial Coors label.
Political expediency aside, deep
background sources have suggested that
the move was prompted for fear of 900 or so
Butte mineworkers showing up at the
kegger to stomp heads had Coors reared its
ugly snout at the taps.
Bearing this change in mind, I may put off
sneaking into the alternative celebration
and go elsewhere on Aber Day morn.
Victor Rodriguez
senior, journalism

Technological cocoon
Editor Dear Mr. Cates: Just because it is a
long way off this plastic mountain doesn't
mean you have to jump off. Remember that
no guarantees came with that first slap that
opened your eyes to this uneasy modern
world. I suppose that you, like everyone
else these days, will try to crawl back up
into the womb by trying to hide in your
technological cocoon.
Bill McDorman
senior, philosophy

Explanation wanted
Editor We members and friends of the UM
Far Eastern Association are disgusted with
ASUM’s 1979-80 budget.
ASUM recently established sets of

t t e

You Don’t Have to Be a

MAD HUNGARIAN
to enjoy tonight's Friday
Night Feast. Just “mad”
about great food.
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l e r

budget changed to an allocation at least
equal to last year's budget of $350 (0.1
percent of ASUM’s total budget), or we
want some damned good reasons why not!
Harvey Johnson
chairman. UM Far Eastern Association
Steven Taylor
Christopher Bislar
vice-chairman
Greg Millar
Susan Powers
Mona Lang
Melodie Smith
Pamela Lee
Margaret Wyckoff
David Amudson
Yang Lo
Kevin McCourt
Marty Huggins
Deborah Davis
Silvio Franciosi
Karen Coombs
Kathleen Royland
Paul Koons
Jim Cooper
Ann Valkenburg
Mike O’Hanlon
Cynthia Granmo
June O'Hanlon

We want to know how CB can make this
ridiculous rationalization. We want our

U N IV E R SIT Y C E N T E R
P e r s o n a l

L in e

I n s u r a n c e

THE FRIDAY NITE FEAST
TONIGHT
Hungarian Goulash (with meat or meatless) on egg noodles.
Sourdough Rye Bread/Garden Vegetable Soup/Apple Fritters
only $3.50
OLD TOWN CAFE
5:30-8:30 P.M.

r

has provided a forum for local people to
share their personal experiences of the Far
East with the students.
In 1980 the Far Eastern association has
planned another trip to the People’s
Republic of China. We have been able to
build a small scholarship fund and we have
contacted potential speakers and artists to
come. But this year, Central Board In its
infinite wisdom has decided that Sijihua no
longer merits its financial support. It can
however, justify $2,000 for Greek
associations and $700 each for a men’s
rugby club and a soccer club. Last year
Sijihua functioned on a budget of only
$350.

budgeting priorities from which the Central
Board purported to make its allocation
decisions for next year. The budget was to
favor groups who (1) provide a service to
the student body, (2) provide a service to
the community, (3)'helped encourage new
students to enroll at the University of
Montana, and (4) brought specific cultural
exposure to the university and the com
munity.
The University Far Eastern Association,
Sijihua, falls squarely into each of these
categories, particularly the last. It is not a
departmental organization. It is not asocial
club. It is an organization which has
encouraged American recognition and
believe it or not, Montana’s recognition of
the historic, cultural, and economic con
tributions that Asians have made here. It is
an organization of 60 students and seven
faculty members who recognize the need to
end the abysmal ignorance and apathy
Americans have towards the Far Eastern
peoples and cultures (constituting one-half
the world’s population). It is a group of
students and faculty who, in this year of
political and economic realignments par
ticularly, recognize the need for closer
understanding and realize the unique
opportunities that these realignments offer
the young student.
For the past eight years Sijihua has
sponsored lectures on Oriental arts and
philosophies, brought speakers and per
formers, given classes on acupuncture and
calligraphy, sponsored the 1977 trip to the
People's Republic of China, contributed
time to university events like High School
Week, sponsored the Oriental New Year’s
banquet, held martial arts demonstrations
and tournaments, provided informational
services for students, faculty, and
businessmen, has given slide-shows to
high school classes and on campus, and
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‘Two Gents’ is utterly delightful
life of crime will suit him just fine.
Meanwhile (in Shakespeare there
is always a "meanwhile"), Julia
decides to don men's clothes and
surprise Proteus in Milan; Silvia
plans to run away and join Valen
tine in his banishment; Proteus
puts the make on Silvia in front of
the now-disguised Julia; Julia's
heart begins to break; Silvia runs
away where she is accosted by
Valentine's gang; and all hell
breaks loose but in the end
everyone lives (somehow!) happily
ever after.
Bolton has effectively captured
the spirit of the play. The at
mosphere surrounding this com
edy is festive. The bard intended
this play to be a totally entertaining
experience and Bolton has been
faithful to these intentions. At the
same time, he has subtlety
manipulated the script to heighten
the sensual experience for today's
audience.

By STEPHANIE H. LINDSAY
Montana Kaimln Fine Arts Editor

L IG H T S
" . . . A small miracle . . . one of this year's
____
real discoveries . . . "
Roger Ebert, Chicago SUN TIMES

" 'NORTHERN LIGHTS' KNOCKED ME OUT.

It is one of the most moving truly American
films I've seen in years . . . —$tudt Terkti, w fm t r ad io
" . . . being hailed as "THE GRAPES
OF W RATH" of the Upper MidWO$t. . . n

— Will Jonas, MPIS TRtB.

M ONTANA PREMIERE!

Ip iR E C T O tT R O ^ N IL S S O ^ N PERSON! |
•THEBTHU
SIS SOUTH HIGGINS

FRIDAY through TUESDAY
SHOWS AT 7:00 & 9:15

“Two Gentlemen of Verona,” by
William Shakespeare, opened
Wednesday night at the University
Theatre. The play, directed by
Randy Bolton, is an utter delight. It
is innovative, imaginative and, at
times, downright hysterical.
Those people who “shy away”
from Shakespeare's plays saying
that they "just can't understand
what’s going on,” owe it to
themselves to see this one.
The theme of the play is twofold
and encompasses the ideas of love
and friendship. The play opens in
Verona where the audience meets
the first pair of lovers — Julia and
Proteus. Proteus also has a very
good friend, Valentine, who is on
his way to Milan. Proteus is also
bound for Milan, but before he
leaves, he and Julia exchange
rings and vows of eternal love.
When Valentine arrives in Milan,
he becomes enchanted with the
beautiful Silvia who discovers that
Valentine is the man of her dreams.
They promptly fall in love, much to
the chagrin of Silvia’s father.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLYI
Academy Award Winner . . .

fine arts
The set designed by Patti Henri
is clever and original. Particular
attention should be paid to the
colorful kites which are efficiently
raised and lowered on pulleys.
When the kites are lowered, the
action is taking place in Verona;
when they are raised the action
takes place in Milan, thus
eliminating the need for set
changes.
Rick Donnelly’s costumes are
ingeniously designed, but the
enlarged cod pieces are a bit too
raunchy. Choreography is by
Catherine Clinch and lighting is by
Christopher Frandsen.

But problems arise when
Proteus arrives. Valentine in
troduces Proteus to Silvia and
Proteus immediately falls madly in
love with her, forgetting his sworn
allegiance to the ever-faithful
Julia.
Proteus decides he must rid
himself of Valentine so that he and
his over-charged libido can get to
work on Silvia. Valentine and Silvia
plan on eloping and Proteus, true
friend that he is, informs Silvia's
father of their intentions. As a
result, Valentine is banished from
Milan.
While tramping through the
forest after leaving a broken
hearted Silvia, Valentine and his
servant are beset by ruffians who
decide to make him captain of their
gang. Valentine takes stock of this
situation and realizing that no
better job is in sight, decides that a

Even though the play is basically
a great success, there are major
problems. The most glaring fault is
that the diction of the actors is
very poor. The actors slur words
and consistently rush their lines so
that the audience must strain to
understand the more minute

details of the play. The result is
upsetting and leaves the audience
feeling cheated of puns and
Shakespeare's poetry. Body move
ment, however, saves the play. It is
so well done that it de-emphasizes
the diction problems. It would be a
boon for the drama department to
work just as diligently in voice and
diction as they do in movement.
Dona Liggett, who plays Julia,
gives an excellent performance.
Even while dressed in male attire,
she never forfeits any sense of
delicacy or sensitivity so inherent
in Julia's character. Liggett is
charm ing and her bird-like
gestures make her totally enchan
ting.
Chris Curtis, who plays Silvia, is
perfectly cast for her role. She is
bright and witty and has de
veloped a character which is clear
ly contrasted with Julia.
Thomas Gebbie in the role of
Valentine is the archetype of "the
perfect man.” Gebbie’s only
problem is that his energy and
intensity sometimes seem to
waver.
Joel Waller's Proteus is very
adequate. Waller’s character is the
extreme opposite of Gebbie's
Valentine. He is totally faithless
and totally undeserving of Julia —
in other words, a real snake. Waller
makes the audience dislike him
whole-heartedly.
The two actors in the show,
however, who deserve the most
credit are J. P. Moholt as Speed
and Robert Hall as Launce. These
two characters have to be straight
out of the burlesque and slapstick
days. Their timing is flawless, their
comedy is pure insanity and their
earthiness and hum anity is
endearing. Hall, at times, literally
steals the show. He and his “dog”
will make your sides ache with
laughter.
The show runs through Satur
day night. Tickets are $3 for
general and $2 for students and
reservations may be made at 2434581 between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The performance begins at 8 p.m.

SHOW TIMES
Frl. 6:30 & 9:45
Sat. 2:00-6:30 & 9:45
Sun. 1:30-4:45 & 8:00
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House rejects gas rationing plan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House rejected President Carter's
request for standby gasoline'
rationing authority despite an
impassioned appeal from Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill that "this is the
only plan you have.”
The 246-159 vote killed the
twice-modified plan, which would
have given the president authority
to order gasoline rationing in times
of severe energy shortages.
O'Neill blamed parochial in
terests for torpedoing the
proposal, saying legislators look
ed only at how the plan would
affect their own areas.
“Today I'm shedding a tear for
America. This is the only plan you
have," O'Neill said in an emotional
speech from the floor.
He said failure of Congress to
approve the standby plan would
leave the nation unable to cope
with another major disruption in
energy supplies like the 1973-74

Arab oil embargo.
White House analysts had feared
fro m
th e b e g in n in g th a t
modifications made to pick up
needed votes from senators from
large rural states would cost the
plan support am ong urban
legislators in the House.
A Carter spokeswoman said the
president would not comment on
the House action until Friday
morning. But his sentiments were
already well known.
After Senate passage Wednes
day, the president said “defeat of
this plan would leave the country
vulnerable and defenseless
against a supply interruption. The
government would require six to
eight months to develop, pass and
implement a new plan — time we
could ill afford during an energy
crisis."
A 1975 law requires the presi
dent to submit proposed gasoline
rationing plans to Congress and

gives lawmakers 60 days in which
to act. The time on the plan killed
yesterday would have run out
Friday.
The House recessed until Mon
day after the rationing vote, mean
ing there is no possibility the plan
could be revived.

m

o n n

<THEATRES IN MISSOULA

However, the House did approve
— by a unanimous voice vote —
Carter’s plan to require that ther
mostats in public buildings be set
at no less than 80 degrees in the
summer and no more than 65 in the
winter.
Voting against the measure were
106
D e m o c ra ts
and
140
Republicans.

SATURDAY-SUNDAY MATINEES
12:30-2:15-3:45-5:30
EVENINGS 7:00
8:30-10:15

M AN N THEATRES

Rep. John Brademas, D-Ind.,
attributed Carter’s defeat partly to
confusion over the plan's impact
on each member's district. He said
many members believed a vote for
the plan would be “taking a leap
into the unknown."

Oilmen on the road with PR campaign
DENVER (AP) — Charles
K ittrell, a long-tim e oilman,
represents a relatively new breed
in the oil business.
He is one of a growing number
of oil industry executives who
have decided to personally try to
change what they believe has
become an unfairly tarnished
image for the business by taking
their message directly to the
people.
Kittrell, 52, has been in the oil
industry for nearly 30 years and for
the past five years has been
executive vice president in charge
of the petroleum products group
of Phillips Petroleum Co., based at
Bartlesville, Okla.
He was in Denver this week to

STUDENT TRAVEL
to EUROPE
Lowest Fares
Special Tours
Eurail Passes
Camping, Biking

address a shipper's conference.
Next month it will be a civic club in
Aspen. He pokes around in
newsrooms whenever he can.
Prior to 1973 there were no
energy experts in the media and
there were no media experts in the
energy business, Kittrell said. And
after the gasoline crunch of 197374, when public indignation was
focused on the oil industry, “we
really thought the media was out
to get us.”
That’s when Kittrell and a few
others, with their companies'
blessings, got out from behind
their desks and stepped on the
soapbox.
H e re a re s o m e o f h is
observations:

I

On the excess profits tax
proposed by President Carter:
"A smokescreen that is just one
more hidden tax that will make big
government even bigger.”
On the California gas shortage:
“If someone starts panic buying it
escalates. If that idea should
spread to the rest of the country
we're in trouble up to our
eyeballs."
On the Three Mile Island
accident: "A good news, bad news
situation. The bad news was at
long last they spoiled an incredible
safety record. But, the good news
is that our scientists, technicians
and safety devices handled the
s itu a tio n w ith no s e rio u s
consequences."
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N IC A R A G U A : S E P T E M B E R 1978

E]

A film by the British Broad
casting Corporation, depicting
the situation in Nicaragua
immediately after the insurrec
tion. It won the Leipzig Prize as
the best political documentary
of 1978.

Crystal Theatre, Saturday and
Sunday, May 12 and 13 at 1 p.m.
117 W. Front

$2 donation.

721-4110

NOW!

OPEN 6:45 P.M.
SHOWS at 7:00 & 9:00
Sat.-Sun. Matinees 2:00 only
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Featuring: Parnelli Jones
Produced by: Allan F. Bodoh and John Patrick Graham
Production Executive Jean Higgins
Associate Producer: Skeeter McKitterick
Executive Producers: Michael F. Leone and Roger Riddell
Directed by: Eric Karson and Cal Naylor
Written by: S.S. Schw eitzer and Bud Freidgen/Tom M adigan/R.R. Young
A Pacific Films/Sports VIP Presentation from AMERICAN CINEMA RELEASING, INC
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UM netters compete in regionals
By LYNN PENICK
Montana Kalmln Sports Editor

SHELLY NIXON protects the ball as a Bozeman wing tries to bring her
down at Saturday's Maggot Fest. (Staff photo by Clair Johnson.)
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ONLY
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‘THE MOST HAPPY FELLA’ j
jg ? STUDENT DISCOUNT TICKETS i
available Friday noon-4 p.m.
UC Bookstore
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of gen. admission
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$ ^ 0 0
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The University of Montana
women’s tennis team is playing in
the Northwest Collegiate Women’s
Sports Association Regional ten
nis tournament and in the national
qualifying round this weekend, in
Corvallis, Ore.
Regional competition was held
yesterday and will be completed
today. National competition is on
Saturday and Sunday.
Six women will be competing for
the Grizzlies. They include Jane
Heintzman, No. 1; Colleen Mc
Namara, No. 2; Jane Lammers, No.
3; Amy Jackman, No. 4; Kathy
Morgan, No. 5; and Beth Morgan,
No. 6.
Doubles teams for the netters
a re
H e in tz m a n -M c N a m a ra ,
L a m m e rs -B .
M o rg a n
and
Jackman-K. Morgan.
LyNanne Otto, UM’s top seeded
player for most of the season will
not be competing in regional or
national action, Coach Paul Lar
son said.
“She (Otto) had a real attitude
problem this year,” Larson said,

DINNER THEATRE
at the VILLAGE RED LION MOTOR INN

. Music & Lyrics by
BRUCE HURLBUT

Book by
RAE HORAN

Choreography by
CINDA HOLT

%

Thurs. May 17 • Sat. May 19 • Sun. May 20
Dinner at 7:00, Performance at 8:15
Dinner Reservations must be made in advance.

For tickets call: 243-6072
11:30-1:30 and 4:00-5:00 p.m.
Purchase at the Univ. Bookstore

The netters, who are5-10overall
and 4-5 in league competition this
season, should "place ahead of the
smaller schools” in the region,
Larson said.
Larson cited the University of
Washington as “being ahead of
everyone else” in regional com
petition.
In national competition, all of the
players are put into an open

Tickets $4.00 Show Only,
$12.00 with dinner
Cocktails and Dancing at 6:30

Co-sponsored b y A S U M Program m ing

tournament and only the first and
second placing singles and the top
doubles team will go to national
competition.
UM ’s Jane Heintzman has a
“very remote, outside chance" of
qualifying for nationals, Larson
said.
Larson said forehand and con
sistency are the major problems
the team has going into regional
competition.
However, he said, Heintzman
has “serve and overhead"
problems and Lammers “lacks
overall aggressiveness.”
UM's doubles teams should have
difficulties this weekend, Larson
said, because of the loss of Otto.
Larson had to make a switch in
the doubles lineup since Otto will
not be playing.
“It's not good to.make a change
so late in the season," Larson said.
He added the doubles teams do
not have a lot of experience
playing together.

Tracksters run in NCWSA
By LYNN PENICK
Montana Kalmln Sporta Editor

Six members of the University of
Montana women’s track team will
be competing in the Northwest
Collegiate Women’s Sports As
sociation Regionals in Eugene,
Ore. today and tomorrow.
The six women that qualified for
regional competition for the
Grizzlies are Sally Newberry, in
the shot put; Shelly Morton, in the
100-meter dash and the 200-meter
dash; Linda Wilson, in the 100meter dash and the 200-meter
dash; Netta Kohler, in the 1,500meter run and the 5,000-meter run;
Brigette Baker, in the 3,000-meter
run and the 5,000-meter run; and
Rachel Waterfield, in the high
jump.
Newberry, who has competed in
the regionals and in the Athletic
Intercollegiate Association for
Women Nationals the past three
years, qualified for the regional
meet and set a school record with
a throw of 44 feet 4V4 inches.
“Sally should definitely place in
the top six," Coach Will Cheesman said.
Newberry finished sixth in the
regionals the past three years.
“I’m shooting for the top three,”
Newberry said, “but there are four

PANOPLY PRODUCTIONS presents

A Musical Extravaganza

“so I thought it would be better if
she didn't play.”
Schools competing in the
regional tournament include UM,
Montana State University, Idaho
State University, Boise State Un
iversity and all colleges and un
iversities in Washington and
Oregon.
UM netters “probably will not
place very high" in regional com
petition, Larson said.
Larson said the netters were
“beat handily by Bozeman and
Idaho" earlier in the season and
the probability of winning in the
regionals is “very small.”

Coffeehouse Concerts Presents
“An Evening of Music
with”

Tammie and Marianne
Melton

of us who compete fairly closely."
Morton, who is only eight-tenths
of a second away from the 24.34
seconds national qualifying time
in the 200-meter run, should do
well in regional competition,
Cheesman said.
Cheesman added there is a
possibility that Morton could
qualify nationally in the 100-meter
dash as well. The AIAW Nationals
are May 24 and 25.
Wilson pulled her hamstring in
competition two weeks ago, but
she plans to “give it a shot” in the
regionals, Cheesman said.
“She (Wilson) says she’s OK and
the doctors gave her the go-ahead
to run,” Cheesman said, “so she's
going to go for it."
Distance runners Kohler and
Baker are currently ranked in the
top 20 in the region, Cheesman
said. Since the tracksters will be
running at sea level, Kohler’s and
Baker’s times "could drop as much
as 30 seconds," he added.
Kohler holds the UM record in
the 1,500-meter run with a time of
4:47 minutes and Baker holds
records in the 3,000-meter run,
with a time of 10:31.1 minutes and
the 5,000-meter run, with a time
of 18:16 minutes.
Kathy Reidy and Julie Glenn
have also qualified for the regional
competition but are unable to
attend because of injuries.
Cheesman said about 100
colleges and universities from
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and
Montana will compete in the
regionals.
He said team s from the
University of Washington, the
University of Oregon and Oregon
State University are the top teams
in the region.

singer/songwriter duo from
Missoula

Fri. 8 p.m.

UC Lounge

Free Admission

Give your mother a part
of Montana this year.

Sponsored by ASUM
Programming

Stone, Wood, Silver,
and more in
handwrought crafts
by Montana artists.

Pegasus Studios
211 North Higgins
on the Mezzanine, Msla. Bank Mall

Recommendations for program review
to be presented to regents next week
By SUE O’CONNELL
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Recom mendations tor the
review and evaluation of programs
offered by the six units of the
Montana University System will be
made to the Board of Regents
sometime next week, George Ban
dy, acting commissioner of higher
education, said in an interview
yesterday.
But the program reviews cannot
begin until the board approves the
draft statement of the role and
scope of the university system
prepared by former Commissioner
Lawrence Pettit, he said.
The Board of Regents is meeting
May 30 and the role and scope
statement will at least be discuss
ed, if not approved, Bandy said.
Possible elimination
Academ ic
Vice
President
Donald Habbe told a group of
home economics students Tues
day that although there are no
plans to eliminate the home ec
department, it is "a likely can
didate” for program review by the
regents, which could be followed
by elimination.
The home ec students had met
with UM administrators about a
faculty vacancy not scheduled to
be refilled, which they contend
would endanger the department’s
certification and amount to phas
ing out the department.
Bandy agreed yesterday that the
home ec department is a good
candidate for review, but did not
want to reveal the list of
recommendations he will be mak
ing to the regents. He said it would
not be fair to make the recommen
dations public before the regents
see them.
•But..home, ec departments on
two campuses might be reviewed,
he said.
Habbe said yesterday that the
UM administration has wanted
system-wide program reviews
since the idea was first proposed in
December 1977, but that nothing
can be changed until the role and
scope statement is approved.
The goal of all life is death.
—Sigmund Freud
A warlike spirit, which alone can
create and civilize a state, is
absolutely essential to national
defense and to national perpetuity.
—Douglas MacArthur

But "if it were approved
tomorrow, we'd be off and run
ning,” he said.
Officials of all the schools in the
system say they want program
reviews, but most do not really
mean it, he said. However, UM
administrators feel it is time for an
evaluation so all schools will know
what areas should be expanded or
cut back, Habbe said.
The role and scope statement
suggested that home ec, medical
technology and social work at UM
and Montana State University be
reviewed, and Habbe said he
agreed with that recommendation.
Duplication in those areas war
rants review, he said.
But the review does not
necessarily mean eliminating the
programs, he said. The last time a
system-wide review was made, it
centered on doctorate programs in
many areas. All the programs were
continued, Habbe said, explaining
that the programs were just "more
focused" as a result.

Don’t Sleep Through the

PRE-ABER DAY Festivities

annual review made by each
institution of its own departments,
he said, th e information collected
each year would indicate trends in
each department's enrollment, he
said, so the school would know
where to expand.
The second level would be indepth reviews of certainprograms,
at any institution or system-wide,
conducted by the regents on the
recommendation of one of the
schools or the commissioner, he
continued.
But Bandy said even if the
regents approve the role and
scope statement, no reviews will
be conducted until summer or
early fall, when John Richardson
takes over the commissioner post.

Two-level review
Bandy said he wi II suggest to the
regents that there be a two-ICvel
program review process.
The first level would be routine,

G ranny’s
See our fine
selection of
coffee, teas,
herbs, spices,
& gifts
In The Hammond
Arcade Mall
Front & Higgins
549-2539
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“WHO OWNS
I THE WEST”
TODAY—
•Friday, May 11
NATIVE AMERICANS: HOW
LONG IS FOREVER?

1 p.m. FILM: “Awakening," a biography of JOHNNY ARLEE, pro
duced by ANNICK SMITH.
PANEL: BEARHEAD SWANEY, FRED HOULE, JOHN
VANCE, ANNICK SMITH, IVAN DOIG & Others.
4:30 p.m.FILM: "Prairie Fire,” by ROB NILSSON, a documentary on
North Dakota Populism.
8 p.m.READING: DOROTHY JOHNSON & A. B. GUTHRIE, Jr.
•Saturday, May 12 — CULTURE & THE ARTS:
WHO INVENTS THE WEST?
1 p.m. READING: IVAN DOIG, Author of "This House of Sky,”
nominated for the National Book Award.
1:45 p.m. PANEL: WILLIAM BEVIS, A. B. GUTHRIE, Jr., IVAN DOIG,
ROB NILSSON, JULIETTE CRUMP, & WILLIAM
KITTREDGE.
4:30 p.m. FILM: “Kicking the Loose Gravel Home," a biography of
RICHARD HUGO by ANNICK SMITH.
8 p.m.READING: JAMES WELCH & NORMAN MACLEAN.
131 SCIENCE COMPLEX
'This program made possible in part by a grant from the Montana Committee for
the /Humanities, an affiliate of the National Endowment for the Humanities.
Sponsored by the Committee for Western Studies. University of Montana.

May 14 — Monday
6 p.m. — Run to the 'M' — Meet at Base of Mt. Sentinal —
Prizes for All — Aber Day Tickets, T-shirts, Pitchers,
Posters
4-6 p.m. — “Almost Anything Goes” — Team Competition
on the Oval — Sign up at W C 104
8 p.m. — Coffeehouse/UC Lounge/ FREE
Evil Ka-Pilgrim — The one-man band — 4 Allman Brother
Tickets Given Away

May 15 — Tuesday
after 4 p.m. — Volunteers needed to start the Aber Day
Campus Clean up
4-6 p.m. — “Almost Anything Goes” — Tearn Competition
Finals on the Oval
7-11 p.m. — The Commons Cabaret Showcase— Copper
Commons — Mathew W e in e r. . . Rock’n a fresh Roll —
Bob Shaw . . . Tonight Show’ Comic — Dee Carstensen
. . . Missoula's finest — Jerry McLaughlin . . . Roaming
Troubadour — No Cover — No Coors — 8 Allman
Brother-8 Blue Oyster Cult to be Given Away

May 16 — Wednesday
8-Noon — Aber Day Clean Up — Major
project/landscaping the Lodge with new plants donated
by M LA C /U C Gardens *
Meet at the Griz — refreshments served for all volunteers
1-4 p.m. — New Games and Activities for the Students
and Community
Sponsored by ASUM Programming & Campus Rec.

ASUM Programming and Montana NORML Present:

MARIJUANA
A FORUM ON THE PRESENT AND FUTURE STATE OF
CANNABIS LAW REFORM

NOON TODAY University Center, May 11

Speakers:
'D r. Jerrisuiah Smith • UM School of
Pharmacy “Therapeutic Aspects of Marijuana
Robert J. Campbell • Attorney, Registered
Pharmacist “The Current Status of Marijuana
in Montana Law”
Kevin Hunt • Montana Affiliate of NORML
(National Organization for Reform of
Marijuana Laws) “Reform Strategies for 1980:
A Populist Approach.”
A PETITION DRIVE FOR A CITY REFERENDUM ON
ENFORCEMENT OF POT PROHIBITION WILL BE
KICKED-OFF FOLLOWING THE SPEAKERS
For Further Information Call
549-6813 or 543-3491

MISSION MO UNTAIN WOOD BAND
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
THE LAMONT CRANSTON BAND, LIVE WIRE CHOIR
May 16,1979,11 a.m. 'til Dusk
K-0 Rodeo Grounds, Missoula, Montana
THOSE CARS
$3 Parking Fee

pool

1*000 Kegs of Ice Cold Rainier
Music Starts at 1 p.m. — No Glass Containers
No One Under 19 Admitted. ID Required

TICKETS: $9 General Advance. S i2 Day of Show
Available at UM Bookstore. Ell's Records. Budget Tapes, W ordens

1,000 Kegs of Cold Rainier

F
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• Cont. front p. 1.
President Donald Habbe's plan to
eliminate three positions from the
School of Fine Arts.
Since Habbe made his original
proposal, the UM administration
decided to reduce the number of
cuts to one. In an Interview with the
Kaimin two weeks ago, Faculty
Senate Chairman George Wood
bury said the senate's executive
committee did not want the ad
ministration to "back away" from
Habbe's original plan. He said if it
did, even more cuts might have to

C

o m

be made next year because of
declining enrollment.
"What scared us was the
possibility of having to make
reallocations next year, and maybe
having to make up to 10 more
cuts,” Woodbury said.
At a meeting of the senate's
executive committee yesterday,
representatives
vehem ently
agreed that a program for longrange academic planning should
be coordinated between the facul
ty and administration. Woodbury
said a committee to investigate
long-range planning for UM could:

• provide useful statistics in
making reallocations within the
university.
• provide information that can
not be expressed numerically
about students, departments and
programs.
• find alternatives to deter
mining school or department
funds by student-faculty ratios.
Retrenchment policy
But while a reduction in faculty
may be inevitable during the next
few years, the UTU is pushing fora
specific policy on retrenchment
that will not allow administrators to

fire tenured faculty or eliminate
programs very easily.
Barrett said the UTU has
proposed a retrenchment policy
which stipulates that tenured
faculty could be fired or programs
eliminated.
He said the union is willing to
allow retrenchment only if a school
or department experiences a 40
percent decline in its studentfaculty ratio during four years, or if
a system-wide program review
shows that cuts should be made in
a specific area.
B a rre tt
s a id
t h a t th e
management's proposal allows for

retrenchment if "there is a shift in
student interest or a decline in
enrollment." He said this proposal
is "vague" and might allow cuts to
be made too easily.
It is not known when the
bargaining teams from the
management and the UTU will
meet again to exchange proposals.
When a contract is finally arrived
at by the negotiating teams, it must
be submitted to both the UM
faculty and the Board of Regents
for approval. If either body rejects
it, the whole bargaining process
might have to start again from the
beginning.

p u t e r . . .

• Cont. from p. 1.
this allocation because MSU
already has the computer system,
which is proposed for UM.
‘Nagging headache'
The plan is opposed by the
majority of the computer science
faculty and many other faculty
members who use the computer.
The meeting was attended by
about 50 people, most of whom
were hostile to the proposal.
Dick Withycombe, associate
professor of business manage
ment, said the plan would have
"only a negative effect on teaching
and learning" because it would
restrict the availability of the
computer.
It would be a "nagging head
ache" caused by a “giant step
backwards," he said.
Participants in the discussion
who were opposed to the plan
were concerned that:
• students would not get
enough computer time to learn
computer use because an alloca
tion system limits access to the
computer, and if the allocation ran
out, students would be cut off.
• the allocation system would
encourage some departments to
use
th e
c o m p u te r
fo r
"squanderous" reasons In order to
use their full allocation so it would

not be cut the next year.
• department heads would be
unnecessarily
burdened
with
dividing the allocation among the
classes in their department
equitably.
Teaching tool
The main argument against the
new plan is that the computer is a
teaching tool and a resource
similar to the UM library.
Since it is a resource, they said,
computer time should not be sold
to the departments and students,
but should be free and therefore
more available.
They also argued that there is no
reason to allocate, and thus limit,
computer time when the system is
not “saturated," or used at its
capacity, and time is still available.
When the system does become
“saturated,” which the director of
the computer center said will
happen in 18 months to two years
from now, they agreed an alloca
tion system would be needed.
Douglas said if the new plan is
implemented
now, the next
Legislature, which will be in 1981,
might allocate money to UM for
more memory banks and the
capacity of the computer would be
increased.
The decision to implement the
new plan is UM President Richard
Bowers’, Douglas said.

N e x t k e g g e r beerless?
By HYMN ALEXANDER
Montana Katmln Contributing Reporter

patrons was what McCue said
prompted MLAC’s concern for
safety.
He said ticket sales are about the
same as this time last year, and
there has been no rush for tickets
since the change in brands of beer
was announced.

Next year’s Aber Day festivities
will probably feature big-name
bands but no beer, Bob McCue,
chairman of Missoula Liquid
Assets, said yesterday in an inter
view.
McCue said the initial decision
"Securing a county health per to go with Coors beer was not
mit for the kegger has become too made in ignorance to the con
touchy, too technical of an issue,” troversy surrounding its labor
McCue said.
practices. He added that there was
"Hostility in the community and not much publicity in Missoula
in the state toward the kegger has concerning the boycott before
been building,” he said, and he MLAC announced its selection of
said he doubted if a health permit Coors as the kegger beer. “The
for the benefit kegger, “as it is now Missoulian really began to give the
set up," could be obtained.
kegger a lot of coverage after that,”
He said that although the current he said.
site of the kegger. the K -0 Rodeo
McCue said he does not an
Arena on the Miller Creek Road, is ticipate a law suit being brought
being considered by MLAC for against MLAC by Coors for break
next year's music festival, no keg ing its contract. 'They were very
beer is planned. McCue added that cooperative and shared bur con
the problem of people bringing cern for safety," McCue added.
their own alcohol may make it just
as hard to get a health permit.
McCue said that earlier reports
He said expenses for the kegger about no parking charges for more
this year will total $90,000, up than five persons in a car were
$20,000 from last year. “Every year erroneous. Every car will be charg
it just gets more complicated," he ed $3 to park at the kegger site.
said.
In the future, McCue said he
Concerning the switch from f o r e s e e s M L A C p o s s ib ly
Coors beer to Rainier, McCue said promoting concerts in the field
it was made "primarily for safety house. He said MLAC has the
reasons." The Missoula Trades and capital on hand to go "50-50" with
Labor Council had planned to set ASUM Programming in backing
up an "informational picket" at the top-name bands.
kegger site to support organized
“I think we could get together
labor's boycott of Coors beer. Fear
of a confrontation between the and provide good entertainment
labor supporters and the kegger all year round," he said.

Sunday, May 20 8:00 p.m.
Adams Field House
Prices: $7.50 advance $8.50 day of show
Local Missoula Outlets Only

Urban renewal spells change for Missoula
Although a new high-tax area would develop
elsewhere, the deteriorated buildings downtown would
have more fires and would attract a “bad element," leading
to higher crime rates, Cregg said. That would be "very
expensive" to city fire and police services, he said, since
the area would cost the city more than it does now and pay
the city less.
The city needs urban renewal "because the downtown is
already there," Cregg said. “If we can keep It up, we'll be
that much better off.”

By CAROL BREKKE WARREN
Montana Kalmin Reporter

(Editor’s Note: This is the first of a five-part series on
urban renewal in Missoula. This part takes a look at the
reasons why Missoula is undertaking urban renewal,
funding sources and an outline of proposed plans. The
next four articles will concern transportation, housing,
commercial and entertainment development and
beautification.)
When school starts next fall, students should notice
som» changes downtown.
The traffic should follow a new pattern north of the
Higgins Street Bridge, a couple of blocks might be closed
to traffic and available for parking, lines will be painted and
signs installed for the new bikeways system, and there
may even be trees and benches on the sidewalks.
Urban renewal will have made its initial impact on the
central business district.

Tax-Increment financing
To protect the downtown tax base, the city Is taking
advantage of a tax-increment financing law passed by the
1977 Legislature that allows a city to finance urban
renewal projects with a share of the district's property
taxes.
Tax-increment financing puts a ceiling on the property
taxes collected from the URD that can be used for general
city, county and state purposes. When district property
values rise in the future through inflation or im

‘Blighted’ designation
Although students who came from metropolitan areas
may find the idea that Missoula needs urban renewal
absurd, an area of the city was declared “blighted" by the
City Council early in 1978 and is now the city's Urban
Renewal District (URD).
Urban renewal involves the redevelopment of a blighted
area of a city.
The Urban Renewal District's boundaries are the
Burlington Northern tracks to the north, Van Buren Street
to the east and the Bitterroot branch line of the Burlington
Northern tracks to the west.
The southern boundary follows a stairstep pattern from
the junction of the Bitterroot branch line and River Road to
the intersection of Third and Myrtle Streets, then
encompasses Higgins Avenue from the bridge to Connell
Avenue, and stretches out along the alley between South
Fourth and Fifth streets east from Gerald Avenue to Van
Buren Street.
Effects of Southgate
Mayor Bill Cregg said in an interview last week the
“pragmatic” reason the city needs urban renewal is the
fear that the Southgate Mall will cut downtown business
activity.
The downtown currently provides about 35 percent of
the city’s tax base, he explained. If downtown merchants
relocate or fail, that tax base will erode as property
deteriorates and becomes less valuable, he said.

Monday
May 14

provements, the additional taxes collected (the incre
ment) will finance urban renewal projects.
The city then Invests the tax-increment money in
municipal bonds. This means the city uses the money as
proof of financial stability to borrow five times that amount
from private investors. >
The multiplied amount is used either to finance loans
and grants to private parties for rehabilitation projects or
new construction, or to buy properties that cannot be
improved and that the city would raze or resell, or to make
public service and safety improvements, such as repaving
streets and repairing sewers.
The federal government offers “a wide variety of grant
opportunities" that could be applied to urban renewal
projects, Missoula Community Development Planner Les
Prentice said, although the government no longer
finances urban renewal projects per se.
Bikeways system
'One such project is the bikeways system to be installed
this spring. Another is a Community Development Grant
the city hopes to obtain this summer for improvements in
an area downtown, from Orange Street to Monroe Street
and from the Burlington Northern tracks to Pine Street.
Other potential sources of cash include the City, the
state, gifts and Special Improvement Districts (SIDs).
A SID is an area which the city or property owners
decide needs some improvement, such as sidewalks,
parking facilities or swimming pools. The city essentially
loans property owners money to pay for the project and
the property owners pay back the city in anywhere from
five to 20 years.
"In a competitive system, how a shopping area looks
and feels is very important,” Planning Director Dan
Obermeyer said. In the long run, urban renewal should
make the downtown a prettier, safer, cleaner and more
interesting place than it is now, he said.
Plans for the future include burying utilities, providing
more housing in better condition and creating a parkway
— “you can promenade all along the river, walk and enjoy
the sights and still enjoy the urban setting,” Obermeyer
said.
Renovation and new construction will be given “sen
sitive treatment," Obermeyer said. Old buildings will be
restored to their original condition and new construction
will be designed to enhance the older structures, he
added.
“The downtown will be a 24-hour-a-day activity center,"
Obermeyer predicted, where people can live, work, shop
and play.

UC Lounge
8 p.m.
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Moody Monday Monday
U of M Students (9 holes) — $2.00 regular $4.50
Beer, Pool Tables, Pinball
Missoula's most Picturesque Golf Course located in
the Mansion over-looking the city. For information dial
728-9661
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ANOTHER ITA UA N WORK OF ART.
$4705 Delivered
m Missoula
f Gasoline-powered models.
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Bitterroot Toyota
93 Strip

EVEL KA P ILG R IM

In Celebration
O f Aber Day

WILL BLOW YOUR MIND!

~ FREE FROM ASUM

fill-u p .

• ‘•fiased on EPA Estimates.
Remember: Compare this estimate to the “estimated MPG" for other cars. You may get
different mileage, depending on how fast you drive, weather conditions, and trip length.

Front
Wheel
Drive

DON’T MISS YOUR CHANCE FOR THE TICKET GIVE AWAYS
TO THE ALLMANS & BLUE OYSTER1I

Controller keeps temporary help

THE DAILY PLANET

By BRAD NEWMAN
M

No cover charge

Happy Hour 6-9 p.m.
$ 1 .5 0
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Seven tem porary positions
created in the University of
Montana Controller's Office in
January to help the university
catch up in paying its bills have
been extended to June 30, the
university's fiscal vice president
said yesterday.
Patricia Douglas said the
additional employees aided the
university in "largely catching up”
with accounting problems. The
problems stem from a difficult
transition to the state's centralized
accounting system in Helena. UM
began making the switch last July.
The employees, originally hired
for 90 working days, were
reinstated for a second 90-day
period because the understaffed
business offices "still have a lot
more to do," Douglas said.
However, Douglas said UM is
caught up now with its bills.
Earlier this year, Douglas said
the university gave top priority to
academic staffing needs for years,
neglecting the business end of

university operation and adding to
the university's accounting woes.
David Lewis, director of the
state’s Department of Administra
tion, said yesterday he met with
Douglas in December because the
university was "experiencing quite
a crisis.''
He said the university was
“substantially behind” in paying
some bills, often three or four
months late. At thpt time, Lewis
offered to give Douglas some
"emergency, short-term help”
from his office.
Lewis said Douglas rejected his
o ffe r and h ired the seven
temporary employees. Douglas
had been running the controller's
office since she dismissed Edward
Bohac last summer.
A new controller, Raymond
Menier, assumed the position
April 16.
S andy M itc h e ll, u niv e rs ity
contracts and grants supervisor,
said Wednesday her department
was “virtually without data" before
the temporary employees were
hired.
“I was late in all my billing,” she

said, "and couldn't do anything
about it. For six months, I just sat
around and pulled out my hair."
Mitchell said the university
“couldn't afford to hire the help,
but couldn't afford to remain six
months behind” in its accounting.
She said she believed Lewis' office
was paying the salaries of the
temporary employees.
"I think the people in Helena felt
guilty about requiring us to switch
to their accounting system,” she
said.
But Lewis said Wednesday his
department is not providing any
money to hire the employees.
Douglas said the university is
paying the new employees out of
salary savings from turnovers in
business personnel.
Kay Cotton, university payroll
supervisor, said Wednesday it is
"absolutely essential” for the
university to hire extra employees
to help "knock down our backlog
of paperwork and bail us out.”
“A private institution wouldn't
ever be in the position we were in,”
Cotton said, because it would have
gone broke.

Boston: Good oV days of acid rock
By MARK ELL8WORTH

Pack frame: laminated
ash/mahogany with handwoven rush back band
Materials: brown #10
Canvas Duck and wool felt
padded latigo leather straps
We gave a little in the
weight game but gained
considerably against
abrasion, water
penetration, and
aesthetic beauty

M ontana Kaimin Rapoftar

“Hey, mon, wanna buy a ticket to
the concert?” a leather-jacketed
teen-ager with a broken arm says
to me.
"How much, mon?” I reply.
"Eight dollars, same price as at's
the door, mon.”
“I'll give you three bucks,” I say.
After a bit of squabbling, he
agrees. It happens to be about 9

p.m., about an hour after the
concert was scheduled to begin. I
think the poor boy sold me one in
d e s p e ra tio n . T h e s c a lp in g
business must not be too good
these days, probably too much
competition.
So I slide by the security cops at
the door, hand my ticket to the
person in charge, and enter the
hallway, where I am mangled by a
stampede of rampaging teenywhoppers making their way to the

SCREWED AGAIN?
The Segen Pack is
available at Blue Star
Tipi and from now till
May 31st will be offered
at 20% OFF list price.

C O M E T O TH E

WALK-IN

C O N F ID E N T IA L LISTEN IN G
By UM Students
who CAREI
Special Entrance at
SE End of Health Service
Weekdays: 9 a.m.-S p.m.
8 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday: 8 p.m.-12 p.m.
If you need
to talk,
come to the
WALK-IN
No names, no records, no hassles.

223 West Alder

BE HEARD!
ASUM Programming

=0 b" 0 =
Openings For the Following
Coordinators & Manager Positions:

• PERFORMING ARTS
• LECTURES
• MOVIES/SPECIAL EVENTS
• COFFEEHOUSES
e POP CONCERTS
• HOUSE MANAGER
• STAGE MANAGER
• CLINT MITCHELL
Look-alike Contest

Applications Can Be Picked Up In ASUM
Programming, Room 104. No Applications
Will Be Accepted After May 11, Friday, S p.m

concession stands.
Must be intermission time. After
untangling myself from the horde,
I enter the arena, where the lights
are so bright I have to slip on my
sunglasses. Some Led Zeppelin is
playing over the loudspeakers.
Wow, a concert. I begin to size
up the crowd. I estimate the
average age of ticketholders is
about 14; no, maybe 15. There's
going to be a lot of burnt-out kids
in school tomorrow.
About 20 minutes later, Boston
comes on — loud that is, maybe
490 m ega-decibels, I would
estimate.
Anyway, the crowd goes wild.
This band is a teen-age idol.
Never say die
I run into one of my friends. He
and I are probably the two oldest
people in the crowd. He tells me
about some good acid he ate for
the concert. Well, never say die, I
guess.
Anyway, Boston plays all the hit
songs from their two albums. And
the kids love it.
At 23, I start to feel like an old
man. And my prematurely senile
mind begins to drift back to the
days of Uriah Heep and Deep
Purple concerts that were the
major cultural events when I was in
high school. How things haven’t
changed.

SURE, HOLD ON,
JUST FINE, I ' l l GET HIM.
SHEILA. IS HES IN THE BATHDUANB
ROOM PRACTICING
HOME?
FOR CALIFORNIA.

Downtown
RUNNING
SHOE SALE

r

900 Pair to Be Liquidated
by Garry Trudeau
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HELLO? PRACTXONSMY
DUANE? CALIFORNIAN.
t s t m t mmSYouRUME
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HEY, RICK!
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New Balance 320 re g . 3 3 .9 5

2 2 00

New Balance 355 re g . 3 5 .9 5

2 2 00

Brooks Villanova

1 6 00

reg. 21.95 .

Nike Waffle Trainer reg.29,95
AdidaS SL-72 reg

Art students get teaching practice
By JACKIE McKENNAN
Montana Kalmin Reporter

Clinton
Elementary School
students visited the University of
Montana yesterday to give some
university art students practical
teaching experience.
Richard Reinholtz, associate
professor of art, arranged to have
students in his elementary art
education class spend the day with
the Clinton students so his
students could get used to working
with kids.
The UM students led 65
kindergarteners, first graders and
SgppjK); graders Through UM’s art
exhibition injhe University Center,
the ceramics room in the Art
Annex and the Fine Arts Building.
During the tour the Clinton
students tried out the clay, made
some prints and painted some
masterpieces, while the art
students looked on and offered
some suggestions, trying out their
roles as teachers.
One first-grader named Angie
said the morning’s excursion was
“259 times better” than spending
W
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W
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W

another day at Clinton.
Ted Eadie, senior in art, agreed.
He said he would rather spend a
morning with the kids than sit
through his usual lecture class. He
added that he enjoyed the kids’
enthusiasm. “That’s what’s so fun
about these little guys,” he said.
“You just turn ’em loose and let ’er
rip.”
When the first-graders were
“turned loose” in the ceramic
room, Angie sweated, pulled and
patted her clay, trying to create a
“man-eating shark.”
Ellin Marshik, a UM art student,
said, “Give ’em a hunk of clay and
they have a great time." She looked
around at theclay that was coming
off the tables and sticking to the
first-graders. “Their moms are
gonna love this,” she said.
Reinholtz dropped in to observe
the painting session in the Fine
Arts Building. The first-graders
were busy painting and Reinholtz
asked them if they were always so
quiet. One girl confessed, “Only
when the teacher’s here.”
At first two little girls decided

V W W

A W

W

V W

A W

that they were “tired" and would
rather sit than paint. A UM student
suggested that they do a painting
together so they collaborated on a
labor of love: two red hearts,
circled in blue, each with an arrow
pointing at the other.
The Clinton students ended
their day at UM with a picnic in
Greenough Park before they rode
the bus back to Clinton.

m suu
s m s a d re " " :

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 AM-9 PM
Saturday 9:30 AM-9 PM
11:00 AM-6:00 PM

32 95

2 2 00
2 2 00

Good Shoes!
Good Sizes!
Good Prices!
DOWNTOWN
OPEN
FBI.
TIL 9

Free Kegger
Decal with
Purchase
of
T-Shirt

W A W

—NOTICE—
The Stylists of the
CAMPUS BEAUTY SALON
are experienced in
all phases of
hair styling technique.
Specializing In:
Perms — Curly, Body & Afro
Blowouts — Precision Razor
or Scissor Cuts
Frosts — Tips — Streaking
S/Sets — Protein Conditioners
Hot Oil Treatments
6 operators to serve you
6 days a wk.

CALL FOR A PPOINTM ENT TODAY
Ask about our LO W PRICES

CAMPUS BEAUTY SALON
1225 HELEN

(1 blk. off U. Ave., next to Freddy's) 542-2784
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Get your free Aber Day decal
with the purchase of Color
T-shirt in our Men’s Dept.
Save the event with a souvenir
printed T-shirt slMSs-ML.x,Just * 4 .9 9

|O P E N S U N D A Y S |

JAZZ
BLUEGRASS
FOLK
BLUES
Believe it or not we have one of the best
selections in the Northwest on the above
listed types of music and to top it off our
prices are among the lowest around.
Average prices for New LPs

$4.99 & $5.99
f“

PRICE GUARANTEE

I If after purchasing any Item in our store you can findl
| a legitimate local ad within 5 days showing a lower!
• price, we will promptly & cheerfully refund the!
| difference.
The MEMORY
140 E. Broadway

BANKE
728-5780

A b e r D a y c le a n u p to be no sm all jo b
By EILEEN SANSOM
Montana Kalmln Contributing Reporter

Major landscaping
projects
scheduled for the annual Aber Day
cleanup on campus this year
include planting trees and shrubs
and spreading wood chips nearthe
Lodge and Harry Adams Field
House.
However, Jim Ball, Campus
Recreation director, said yester
day that the projects will not be
completed if students do not
participate in the landscaping.
"If the attitudes are carried out in
actual work — and the rhetoric can
stop, then the projects will be
completed," Ball said.
The focus of the cleanup this
year is on major changes in
campus landscape, rather than the
sm aller projects that have
prevailed in.the past.
Ball said Bill McDorman, coor
dinator of Headwaters Alliance
activities, promised about 100 to
200 workers for the cleanup.
Student government, ASUM
Programming, Campus Recrea-

tion, the Student Action Center
and Headwaters Alliance are all
involved in Aber Day activities on
campus. If there is too much
happening in the Oval, then Cam
pus Recreation will not go through
with its activities planned for that
area, Bali said.
Headwaters Alliance is spon
soring entertainment by local
musicians in the Oval.
Ball said he does not consider
the alternative situation to be
different from the kegger because
both activities are “spectator
events.” The cleanup is the alter
native, Ball sajd.
An "Almost Anything Goes”
contest beginning on Monday will
prelude the cleanup and will con
sist of 10-member teams com
peting in events such as bobbing
for hard-boiled eggs in shaving
cream, Ball said.
“We have always begun on
Monday," Ball said, as a build-up
to Aber Day. We just can’t compete
with the kegger."
First place prizes for the winners
of the contest will be tickets to

THEMAGNIFICENTB ill
INACLASSICBOTTLE.
Schlitz Malt Liquor is brewed with the
finest quality ingredients to create a distinc
tive beverage of uncompromising excellence.
And our new classic 12-oz. bottle has
been designed to reflect this masterpiece of
brewing skill. So when you want something
special, don’t say beer, say Bull.

future concerts scheduled this
quarter. The competition will con
clude Tuesday.
Ball stressed that the cleanup is
an opportunity for students to do
something for the campus.
Students today are environmental
ly conscious and they should
apply that consciousness to the
campus, he said.
The cleanup will begin Tuesday
at 2 p.m., John Beaupre, chairman
of the Aber Day cleanup committee,
said, in order to start the projects
so they might be finished on Aber
Day. Wednesday’s activities begin
at 9 a.m.
About $1,000 has been donated
for the cleanup. MLAC donated
$500, ASUM gave $400 and the
University Center garden fund
added $100, Beaupre said. Last
year MLAC gave about $30 in' the
form of $1 discounts on kegger
tickets.
Dick Walch, maintenance super
visor for the Physical Plant, said
Champion International Corp. has
donated three truck loads of wood
chips and the Physical Plant will
donate “what the Aber Day Com
mittee can’t get," he said.
Beaupre said that volunteers for
the cleanup should wear work
clothes and gloves and bring a
shovel if they have one. Workers
will meet at the grizzly on the Oval.
Applications for the "Almost
Anything Goes” contest can be
obtained at Campus Recreation.

R iver o f N o Return
hearing scheduled
Sen. Frank Church, D-ldahor
will hold a hearing on the
proposed River of No Return
Wilderness Area May 21 at the Elks
Lodge in Salmon, Idaho.
The River of No Return area,
which is about 130 miles south
west of Missoula, would be
composed of the Idaho and
Salmon River Breaks Primitive
Areas in north-central Idaho.
Senate Bill 95 would designate 2.3
m illion acres as wilderness,
protecting drainage of the Middle
Fork and part of the Salmon River
drainage.
A timber industry bill, protecting
1.3 million acres, and a Carter
Administration bill, protecting 1.9
million acres, have also been intro
duced in Congress.
Those interested in testifying at
the hearing should contact Sen.
Church at (206) 734-2515 or write
P.O. Box 1765, Twin Falls, Idaho,
83301.
For further information or to
send written testimony to the
hearing, contact Mark Dewart at
728-3091.

Judo club

SCHUTZ WAIT UQUOR.
DON'T SAY BEER,SAY BULL!

University of Montana's
judo club placed five com
petitors in judo action at
Harry Adams Field House
this weekend.
Judy Barker won the
women's middleweight divi
sion and Bill Magee took first
p la c e
in th e
m e n 's
middleweight division to give
the Grizzlies two wins.
Other placers for UM's
judo club were Sharon Barr,
second in the women’s
lightweight division; Robin
Beck, third in the women’s
lightweight division; and Will
Beyer, third the men’s
middleweight division.
More than 50 Judoka from
Montana and Washington
competed in five men’s
divisions and two women’s
divisions.

classifieds.

lost and found
LOST: 1 pr. ladies glasses in Orange case. Miller
area. Phone 243-4227.___________________ 101-4
LOST: ONE pair gold-rimmed glasses between
Kiwanis Park and campus. Call 728-3326.
100-4
FOUND: GOLO girl's watch with day/date feature.
Identify on first floor of the Music bldg.
100-4
LOST: MALE black lab, for 4 weeks, brown collar, no
tags. Possibly seen in Curtis, Wyoming area. 7280625 or 721-3024._______________________ 100-4
LOST IN LA 306: Brown-rimmed, bifocal glasses in
soft, black case Case also contained business
cards. 721-1183._________________________ 99-4

INTERESTED IN pop concerts, lectures, performing
arts, movies or coffeehouses? Apply in
PROGRAMMING office by Friday. 5:00p.m. Good
98-4
luck.___________________
APPLICATIONS for PROGRAMMING positions are
now available in Room 104, University Center.
Due Friday, 5:00 p.m.
98-4
BEFORE HEADING to the outdoors buy a field
guide now 20% off at the UC Bookstore,
98-4
PHI PHI OMEGA 2nd annual Spring Extravaganza
— May 11th. Watch for details.
96-6

FOUND: BEADED Medallion hairpiece on steps of
Main Hall. Claim at U C Information desk. 100-4

TROUBLED? LONELY? For private, confidential
listening.
STUDENT
WALK-IN. STUDENT
HEALTH SERVICE BUILDING. Southeast en
trance. Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-11:30 p.m.
___________________ 93-20

LOST: MY boss's old green Schwinn Corvett
Bicycle. Great sentimental value. 5-speed. Lost
Sat, night. REWARD. 728-0177.____________99-4

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY O PTIO NS — Call
Marie at 728-3820, 728-3845, 549-7721 or Mimi;
549-7317
83-29

LOST: LICENSE and I.D. on campus. Return
n to
to
either U.C. desk or Carol, 721-5170.

really personal

98-4

LOST: 3 keys on key ring with F.S. initials on it. 721 5770.__________________ *_________________ 98-4
FOUND: Eddie Bauer jacket in the CSD.

98-4

STOLEN FROM bike rack in front of fieldhouse:
White Sears 10-speed — Please return, no
questions asked. 543-3486 or 124 University.

___ ,

THE FIRST shall be last and Oldham shall be on first.
Too bad for ASUM types. So it is written, so it shall
be done. Rossi.________________________ k101-1
GET NUTS, get crazy — get an Aber Day outfit and
be prepared to “stalk" they'll be running the 16th.

100-2

LOST: BLUE mitt at Clover Bowl I. Has name Terry
Vaugh. Call 721-5514.____________________ 98-4

help wanted

FOUND: LIG HT blue, small Gitane. Call 728-0941.
Leave number.
98-4

FOR SUMMER and, if agreeable, continuing into
Fall, part or full-tim e help for big, busy Univ.
family: Housekeeping and evening meals. Call
543-5359 between 6 and 7 p.m.
99-7

FOUND: KEYS on red tag. Identify and claim at WC
109.____________________________________ 98-4
FOUND: D IG ITA L men's watch. Found after May
2nd softball game. Identify and claim at WC 109.
__________________________________________ 98-4
LOST: RED vinyl wallet in the swimming pool
lockers. If found Call 721-2822 in evenings or leave
message at the pool.__________________
98-4

personals
A REAL tummy filler) This week's lunch special: 8oz.
hamburger steak w/sauteed mushrooms and
onions, mashed potatoes, vegetable and salad
$2.00. The Old Town Cafe. 127 Alder. 7 a m.-2 p.m.

_____________________________________ 101-1
FANTASTIC FOUR full moon frolic Friday at four-onine.
101-1

101-

WATCH Out for Red Pies.

ASUM PROGRAM M ING applications for pop con
certs, lectures, performing arts, coffeehouses,
movies, house and stage managers are DUE
TODAY. Please apply and return applications by
5:00 p.m. The more, the merrier.
101-1

NEED BABYSITTER in my home. Call 549-2640
after 5 p.m.________________
99-13
SUMMER GROUNDSKEEPER for parks in Lincolnwood development. Missoula, under UM work
studies program, $3.00/hr., about 30 hours/week;
to mow, trim, and weed residential parks. Ex
perience with rider mower preferred. Call 5497358 or 721-1820.________________________ 99-3
ORGANIZERS! THE Northern Plains Resource
Council has openings for two full-tim e organizers.
The NPRC is an agriculturally based membership
organization concerned with strip mining in
Montana and other energy and mineral issues.
Salary is $500 month plus benefits. Send resume,
writing sample, and references to 419 Stapleton
Bldg., Billings, MT. 59102, (406) 248-1154. All
materials should be received in Billings by May
18th. NPRC wilMnterview applicants in Missoula
on May 23-25. ■
98-8

services

C INDEE — I love you. 84.

THE U. of M. Computer Club is now providing
programming services. O ur services include:
computer programming, data entry, editing.
Reasonable rates. For info, call 243-2883. 101-1

GAY MALES together meets Tuesdays, 8:00. For
more information, call the Gay Alternative Hot
Line. 728-8758.
101-2

WOMEN'S PLACE — Health, Education, and
Counselling, Abortion, Birth Control, Pregnancy,
V.D., Rape relief; 24 hr. rape relief, counselling for
battered women. Mon.-Fri., 9-6 p.m. 543-7606.
79-32

RED PIESI

101-1

RED PIESI

101-1

M O NTANA WILDERNESS O UTFITTERS GRAND
OPENING! We sell outdoor cloth boots, canoes,
kayaks, back packing equipment. Friday and
Saturday — the 1 1 th and 1 2 th. Refreshments:
public invited. North of Hamilton, US 93.
100-2

101-1

RED PIES!

KEGGER T-SHIRTS. Pitchers, and Posters are on
sale now in the U.C. Mall.
100-2
CATCH SOME rays — the Aber Day Kegger. May 16
— the sun will shine.
1 0 0 -2
- G O T TH E mid-term blues? Get syncopated by
viewing the Student Art Exhibition in the
classroom building this week and next.
100-2
D O N'T BE a nerd — Get your “Aber Day Outfit” now
beforei you
M
— forget.
-— M
1 0 0 -2
KEGGER TICKETS on sale at Eli's. Budget Tapes,
U C Bookstore, and Worden's — there are only a
few $8.00 student tickets left — Student I.D.
Required.
100-2
EUROPE—SUMMER ART & CULTURE. Up to 12
credits optional. Box 634, Logan. Utah 84321.
________________ 99-3
NEED HOME for 9-month lab-shep. If interested,
call 543-5038.____________________________99-3/
AVO ID A Kaplan fuck-up. Programming needs
coordinators for pop concerts, lectures, perfor
ming arts, movies, coffeehouses, house and stage
managers. Applications in Programming. Due
Friday. 5:00 p.m._________________________ 99-3

typing
TYPING. FAST, accurate, experienced. 728-1663.

___ __________________________________101-2
TYPING SERVICES, reasonable rates. 543-4727.
_____________._______________________________________

101-11

RIDE NEEDED for runner to Billings, leaving either
the 11th or 12th, coming back on the 13th. 2432279._______ ;__________________________ 101-1

MONTANA WILDERNESS
OUTFITTERS

NEED RIDE to Billings Friday after 4:00 p.m. Return
Sunday anytime. Help pay. Call Toni, 543-5020;
mornings 243-5113._____________________ 1QQ-2

north of Hamilton on U.S. 93

RIDE NEEDED to/from Coeur d'Alene/ Sandpoint
area on the weekend of May 12. Will gladly share
gas and driving. Call Margaret Regan. 549-6765.
_______________________________ .__________ 99-3

—GRAND OPENING—
• Canoes
• Kayaks
• Backpacking Equipment
• Outdoor Clothing
• Boots
This FRI. & SAT., May 11th & 12th
REFRESHMENTS! Public Invited

RIDE NEEDED to Billings Friday, M ay 11, or
Saturday, May 12. Call Patty at 721 -4489 evenings.
________ -__ ;______________________________ 99-3
WANT TO go to Europe? Female, age 26, is looking
for traveling companion', female age 22*, to see
Ireland, England, France and others in August or
September. If Interested please call Eileen at 7288159 or message at 543-8583.___________ 98-4
RIDE NEEDED to Jackson, Wyo., leave May 24th,
return May 29th. Dates flexible. Share gas and
driving. 728-6741.________________
98-10
RIDE NEEDED to Redding, Calif, any time after
finals. Will share expenses. Call Carrie, 721-2677.
97-16

m

for sale
GIRLS SCHW INN Varsity. Good condition. 2435078. _______________
100-2

THE BOTANY DEPARTMENT

GRANDFATHER CLOCK with stereo, tape-deck,
phono — $550.2stereo speakers, Clariol Hot Stuff
Dryer. Oak Swing, C.B. Base Antenna, 4-15” full
hubcap with Ford emblem. 716A/3A Golf Shoes.
Phone 728-6873,________________________ 100-2

presents

DR. T. J. FACTEAU

LIKE NEW Wilderness Experience backpack. Call
J.R., 728-9173, 543-7371, mbssage.________ 99-3

from Oregon State University

NEW BOX springs. $15. 728-0344.__________ 98-8

May 14
B307

BUYING—SELLING. Better used albums and tapes.
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banket -140 E. Broadway, downtown.
90-22

4:00 p.m.—Seminar on The
Effects of Pollutants on
Sweet Cherries in Oregon.

automotive
M UST SELL 1976 Subaru 4x4 wagon. Exoellent
condition, many extras. 42,000 miles. Must see to
appreciate. Make offer over $3200. 728-8126,914
Poplar, keep trying,___________
100-2

8:00 p.m.— Informal Discus
sion of Dr. Facteau’s Legal
Experience in Several
Environmental Court Cases
B307.

1973 DO DG E Sportsman Van. lost of room, V-8,
good shape. $2300. Call 243-2841.________ 1 0 0 - 2
OPEL WAGON, very good engine. 1968, $385.00.
243-5315._______________________________ 99-3
TIRED OF paying rent? 1965 IN T L 20-pass, school
bus, rebuilt 304 eng., 5-spd„ traction lock.
Partially converted to living space/ camper.
Completely insulated, safely fitted for wood stove.
Screen door, roof vents, 6'3” interior height, white
and red. Asking $1500., Chris, 543-4486.
96-4
FOR SALE: 1973 Pontiac LeMans, 2-dr., at Blue
Book Value. Inquire at U of M Federal Credit
Union, 800 E. Beckwith, 243-2331.
98-4

bicycles
M U ST SELL: .23” Motobecane Le Champion
Reynolds 531 DB Frame. Excellent condition.
$350.00. Cali 243-2689.
100-4

wanted to rent
1 BEDROOM apt. or small house for couple. About
June 1, convenient to UM. 728-2770.
98-4

2 BEDROOM apartment or house from June thru
THESIS AND TERM paper typing. 65C/page. 72898-4
3779.________________
■ , 100-11 ■ . Sept. Call 243-5384 o r 549-5541.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will do term papers, etc. I
charge 654/page, double-spaced. 721-5928.
______________93-19
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
542-2435.______________________________ 93-19
TYPIN G /ED ITIN G . 243-5533 of 549-3806.

86-27

TYPING, EXPERIENCED, fast, convenient.
• 543-7010.______________________________ 94-19
RUSH IBM typing. Lynn, 549-8074.

53-60

THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

78-36

education
DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced
teacher, enrolling now — Missoula T & Th— pre
dance, Ballet /C haracter, Modem, Primitive, Jazz,
Spanish / Flamenco. 728-5664 or 1-777-5956.
__________________
76-36

tor rent
M ID JUNE-M id Sept. Nice 2-bdrm.. fum. apt.
Carport, air cond. Right next to U. Call Greg, 543101-2
3054. ___________________
TW O BEDROOM furnished house. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, laundry, pool. $325/mo. plus
deposit. Call 728-5157._________________ 101-5
TW O

BEDROOM,

yard,

fireplace.

________________

728-3442.
101-1

EXCELLENT 3 bedroom house with huge kitchen
and living room with fireplace for summer, rent
$250.00. 258-6121.______________________ 1QQ-3

MONTANA’S Y- ^
• 'W K E G

INEXPENSIVE ROOMS available for summer.
Convenient to downtown — University arqa.
Contact manager — Room No. 36. Mon tag ne
Apartments — 107 S. 3rd W.____________ 100-12

transportation

CO ZY 2 bedroom furnished trailer. Students
welcome, pets considered. Call 543-6393 after 5
p m . __________________ ■_______________ 100-3

ATTENTIO N GRADUATES — Caps and gown6 will
go on sale May 21st at the UC Bookstore. 99-3

FEMALE RIDER wanted to Maine/N.E. area. Share
usuals. Leaving end of June. Call Cathy at 7286114._________________________ ________ 101-11

NEED RESPONSIBLE people to sublet 3 bdrm.
house on Central. $245/m o. utilities incl. Call 5490568.____________________________________99-3

STUDV AT UM's London or Avignon campus next
year. Applications for any quarter taken now) (LA
256).
98-4

RIDE NEEDED to Fairbanks, Alaska or anywhere
nearby after finals week. Bruce, 243-2260.
________________
101-8

NEED TO sublet apartment during summer. One
block from campus. $155 per month. Call 7213365.
99-3

Enter the BEER-GUESTIMATION CONTESTI Guess the
number of ounces of beer in the above picture and win an 8gal. Keg. Winner announced May 26. Bring your guess to
Worden’s Market before noon on 5/22. Drawing in case of
tie. No purchase necessary. Need not be present to win.

Corner Pocket

SOPHOMORES

of Missoula

Get started in Army
ROTC at Fort Knox,
Kentucky, this sum
mer. You’ll earn $500
fo r a t t e n d i n g a
challenging six-week
camp and you may
qualify for a two-year
scholarship when
you enter the Ad
vanced Program.

presents the

2nd Annual
MEMORIAL
NINE BALL
[TOURNAMENT
May 26-27
Deadline for entries
May 21st
$30.00 Entry Fee
$2,000.00 in Cash Prizes
and 4 Trophies

Corner Pocket
in the South Center
728-9023

K A P IT O L aS *

434 NORTH HIGGINS, MISSOULA
549-1293

Call Captain Fred R. Williams
Men’s Gym, Room 103A

243-2681

O rganization provides
‘rebuttal to liberal im age’
There must be a counter to the
"liberal cliches" that saturate the
university, Jon Doggett, president
of S tudents fo r A ltern a tiv e
Political Thought, said Wednes
day.
A minority of liberal thinkers are
controlling the image of the
University of Montana, he said.
"M y organization offers a
necessary rebuttal to that liberal
image," Doggett, a senior in
finance, said.

BOSTON’S lead singer Bradley Delp gets down on stage as the band performs in the Adams Field House
Wednesday. (Photo by Kristin Danker.)

“The word ‘conservative’ has
given my organization a dirty
name,” he said. “But we are not
anti-labor, pro-business racists,"
he said.
“We are simply a reaction to the
new left,” he said.
C am p u s g ro u p s lik e th e
Progressive Stu dent U nion,
headed up by Bill McDorman,
have given his group some
positive feedback, he said.
Pacifism is simply undisguised
There are more people who
agree with his thoughts than cowardice.
others realize, he said.
—Adolph Hitler
R ecen tly, m any u niversity
When a man knows he is to be
students have thanked Doggett for
giving them a chance to air their hanged in a fortnight, it concen
trates his mind wonderfully.
not-so-liberal views, he said.
—Samuel Johnson
“Some students fust cannot

STUDENT TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS

Ever wonder why our
Founding Fathers had
such long hair?

Wherever you’re off to this summer,
we’ll take the worry out of getting there.

THEY D ID N ’T KNOW
ABOUT

AIR—BUS—TRAIN—SHIP

THE BIG SKY
COLLEGE OF
BARBER/STYLING

Reservations, tickets &
tours. No extra cost
for our services.
Lots of Free Student
Travel Brochures

identify with the things that go on
around this campus' Everyone is
boycott happy," he said.
A lot of "neo-facist” remarks are
thrown at the organization, but
people who get to know what he is
trying to do are changing their
minds, he said.
The organization is in its
beginning stages, but by next fall,
he said, he hopes that it will be a
full-fledged political power on
campus.
One of the things that Doggett
said he would IIMb to see next year
would be a public debate between
prominent figures who represent
opposing political views.
Doggett urged anyone who
would like to see what Students for
Alternative Political Thought is all
about to attend a meeting in the
Montana Rooms Thursday at 7
p.m.

600 Kensington (Off Hwy. 93)
All Work Performed By Students
No Appointment Necessary

S P R IN G
A R T SALE

June 5 and 6
Market Place on the Mall
University Center
L o ca l artists Invited to display.

Register UC RM. 104

TRAVEL MASTERS
1024 South Av*. W. Opposite of the Fairgrounds

728-3005
Main Gate

“Red Pies Over Montana”
Grand Opening Celebration
May we
suggest
that you
take a hike?Jj

Fri.-Sat., May 11th & 12th

1

A hike on over to
see us, that is.
Because we think
you’ll enjoy hiking and
backpacking more when you're comfortable
with your equipment. We specialize in
quality equipment for the outdoors.

• KELTY • CARIBOU • ALPINE
PRODUCTS • MOSS • EUREKA •
BANANA EQ U IPM EN T • OPTIM US •
CANNONDALE • SUNBUSTER
AND MOREI

SUNDANCE
South Center • 549-6611
Open 9-7 Mon.-Fri.; 9-5 Saturday

H om em ade

PIZZA
and

Italian Food

Free Pitcher of Beer with
Purchase of any Large Pizza
$1.00 off on all Dinners
11-10 Mon.-Thurs.
11-12 Fri., Sat.
106 W. Main

549-7434

weekend
FRIDAY
Forum
Montana NORML will sponsor a
forum on marijuana, noon, Univer
sity Center Mall. Featuring Dr.
Jeremiah Smith, Bob Campbell
and Kevin Hunt.
Dancing
Folk Dancing, 7:30 p.m., Men's
Gym. Free dancing and instruc
tion.
Performances
Aletheia Coffeehouse, Ruth
Hostetter, Bobette Kelly and Lynn
French, 9 p.m., 1023 Arthur Ave.
"Two Gentlemen of Verona,” by
William Shakespeare, 8 p.m., UT.
Tickets: $3 general, $2 students
and senior citizen.
Films
"Awakening," 1 p.m., SC 131.
Free. "Who Owns the West?”
"Prairie Fire,” 4:30 p.m., SC 131.
Free. “Who Owns the West?”
Panel discussion
Bearhead Swaney, Fred Houle,
John Vance, Annick Smith and
others, 1 p.m., SC 131. “Who Owns
The West?"
Reading
Dorothy Johnson and A. B.
Guthrie Jr., 8 p.m., SC 131, “Who
Owns The West?”
SATURDAY
Readings
Ivan Doig, 1 p.m., SC 131. "Who
Owns The West?"
James Welch and Norman
MacLean, 8 p.m., SC 131. "Who
Owns The West?”
Panel
William Bevis, A. B. Guthrie, Jr.,
Ivan Doig, Rob Nilsson, Juliette
Crump and William Kittredge, 1:45
p.m., SC 131. “Who Owns The
West?”
Film
"Kicking of the Loose Gravel
Home," 4:30 p.m., SC 131. “Who
Owns The West?"
Performances
“Two Gentlemen of Verona,” by

Petition
for recall
is recalled
A petition urging the recall of the
th re e A S U M a d m in is tra tiv e
officers apparently has been
recalled itself.
Darla Rucker, an employment
discrimination specialist with the
Women’s Resource Center and
who was also involved in
organizing a committee to write
and circulate the petition, said
yesterday that the petition is
“being held." She explained that
the organizers felt the final ASUM
budget was “more equitable” than
they thought it would be and that
they were not going to continue
with the recall effort.
The Women's Resource Center
was allocated $3,219, which was
increased from an executive
committee recommendation of
$1,514. The center had requested
$6,053.
Rucker said about 300 persons
had signed the petition, which
started circulating April 26.
The petition would have needed
signatures from 15 percent of all
re g is te re d s tu d e n ts , w hich
amounts to 1,148 students to get
the issue on a ballot. And 25
percent, or 1,914 students, would
have to vote in the recall election
for it to be valid.
ASUM President Cary Holmquist, Vice President Peter Karr
and Business Manager Mark
Matsko, who were the subjects of
the petition, all said yesterday that'
as far as they knew, the petition
had died from lack of interest.
Karr added th a t he had
personally gathered 45 signatures
for the petition.

William Shakespeare, 8 p.m., UT.
Tickets: $3 general, $2 student and
senior citizen.
Aletheia Coffeehouse, "Seiko,"
classical guitarist, 9 p.m., 1023
Arthur Ave.
Miscellaneous
ROTC battalion will conduct
live-fire exercises on Blue Moun
tain firing range, 8 a./n. to noon.
Persons not participating in the
event are asked to stay away from
the area.
"Unity in the Community" dis
plays can be viewed at Southgate
Mall all day.
"Unity in the Community" tennis
clinic, 10 a.m.-noon, UM tennis
courts.
International buffet, 6:30 p.m.,
First United Methodist Church,
300, E. Main St., followed by
cultural variety show. Tickets: $4
adult, $2 child.
Film
"Nicaragua: September 1978,”
an underground movie made im
mediately after the September
Insurrection, 1 p.m., Crystal
Theater, $2 admission fee.

SUNDAY
Forum
Sunday Morning Forum, 9 a.m.,
Knowles Hall Lounge, sponsored
by Aletheia. The public is invited.
Performance
Montana String Quartet, 8 p.m.,
Music Recital Hall.
MONDAY
Meeting
The Christian Science
Organization, 7 p.m., Music
Building 205.
Table In the Mall
Bicycle Safety Coordinator,
Terry Sauer, all day, UC. Informa
tion about the bikeways system
proposed routes, bike safety and
registering bikes. Sauer will
register bikes at the table.
Miscellaneous
Botany department presents Dr.
T. J. Facteau, from Oregon State
University. Seminar, 4 p.m., "The
Effects of Pollutants on Sweet
Cherries in Oregon,” B 307. Infor
mal discussion of Facteau's legal
experience in'environmental court
cases, 8 p.m., B 307.

KEGGER PITCHERS
ON SALE 10-11 P.M.
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Bob Ward & Sons
Your Complete Sporting Goods Store
COMPLETE STOCK

CAMP TRAILS
FRAME & BAGS

20%

OFF

Eureka
Timberline
TWO-MAN
BACKPACK
Tent
'

$7099

Famous Trails

TRAIL LODGE
2 MAN BACKPACK TENT
WITH FLY
Reg. $69.95

SALE

$ 4 g 9 9

Penn
Tennis Balls
per can

ard
Highway 93 at South Ave.
Hours: 9-9 M o n -Fri., 9-6 Sat., 1 1 -4 Sun.
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